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A new yacht crowns the exciting last months of 2023 for Absolute Yachts, which has officially presented the Absolute

Navetta 70: an innovative and elegant model that overturns the standards we have been used to so far, redefining

the concept of “luxury” on board.

The new model fits into the “Navetta” range just below the 75-foot flagship, combining the special features of the

shipyard‘s models with completely new design and styling solutions. The new Navetta stands out for its originality,

architecture, design and attention to detail, which are taken to their maximum expression in this craft. The keyword

chosen for the Navetta 70 is “Allure,” in reference to her innovative, modern yet classical appeal, based on

architecture.

The charismatic design introduces a different direction to the luxury yachting industry, but let us now see it in detail.

Exterior Design

The Navetta 70 presents all the distinctive characteristics hallmarking Absolute Navetta yachts, such as the elegant open

lateral gunwales, covered walkways, extensive glazing on main and lower decks. Added to this, however, are the many

innovative elements that revolutionize the style of the Navetta 70: dynamic and attractive exterior lines, a flybridge

and cockpit that are much wider than in previous models, and fine finishes that raise the level of elegance and luxury

on board.

From the cockpit terrace (equipped with a third mooring station), a covered staircase leads up to the flybridge, which

becomes even more important on this Absolute Navetta 70.

In this large upper area it is possible to enjoy moments of relaxation and conviviality with family and friends, taking

advantage of the large table that can seat up to 8 people. The hard top can assume two different configurations: it can

either be openable if one opts for coverage by a sunshade, or fixed if one prefers the integration of solar panels.

This second option is particularly relevant to Absolute, which has always paid considerable attention to sustainability,

even to the point of integrating this issue into its corporate ethos, characterized by a deep love and respect for the

marine environment. The solar panels, which are light, efficient, flexible, and resistant to the effects of salt water, are

equally useful while sailing and during marina stopovers.

Moreover, the flybridge provides the owner and his guest with a plurality of comforts, from the forward helm station to a

wet bar, outdoor galley, and the leisure area astern with designer furniture that can be rearranged to suit the occasion.

Absolute Navetta 70: Interior

The interior of this new Navetta are design to excel: bleached timber in sophisticated shades ranging from white to

grey and black, with rounded corners on the furnishing accessories, and bronzed details for sleek and glamorous looks.

The elegance and comfort of this yacht can be perceived in every corner, from the neutral and light colour palette to

the solutions designed to offer maximum freedom of movement and luxury on board, such as very high ceilings, space-

saving sliding doors and the minimal use of steps in the interiors. These styling innovations make the spaces of this

Navetta feel like being on board a much larger superyachts, and to further embellish the rooms Absolute has thought of

a circular motif that is taken up in almost every area.

This type of element is used from the ceiling decorations to the lighting fixtures, repeating it in different areas of the

yacht to give continuity to the spaces.

The large saloon has a very large table, a fully equipped galley and large windows overlooking the aft terrace, creating

a unique connection between inside and outside, without ever interrupting the connection and the all-round view of the

sea.

Technical Specs

VOLVO PENTA Engines 2×D13-IPS1350 / (2×735 kW)

LOA 21,27 m

Max Beam 5,63 m

Cabins 5

Fuel Tank Capacity 3500 l

Fresh Water Capacity (boiler included) 910 l

Accommodation 9+1
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